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Logocentrism

“The Great Idea in advertising…is in the realm of myth.”1

It is perhaps surprising that in an age when P&G is willing to spend $57bn
buying Gillette and McKinsey can state that "intangible assets make up most of
the value of M&A deals [and that] brands account for a considerable portion of
these assets"2 that there is such a degree of uncertainty as to what is being
purchased. Tom Peters has proclaimed that we are in “The Great Age of the
Brand”3. Yet if you ask the oracle
of the age it pulls up dozens of
different definitions, ranging from
“trade name: a name given to a
product

or

service”

to

“The

personality of an organization” or
“the symbolic embodiment of all the information connected with a product or
service”. The Great Age of the Brand would seem to be an age of great
uncertainty.
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Even among the experts there is a remarkable lack of consensus as to whether
or not brands even exist. Clifton is certain that brands are a “mixture of tangible
and intangible attributes”4 whereas Feldwick argues they are “simply a collection
of perceptions in the mind of the consumer” 5 and therefore abstract. Things
were not always this complex. Brands used to be simple and exact, as any
cowboy [or cow] could have told you. But society has evolved at a remarkable
pace in the last century and brands have evolved with them. Feldwick’s
unpacking of the hierarchy of brand hints at this evolution: the role brands play
chasing our own needs up Maslow’s hierarchy: from badge of origin to
transformative experience. What was a signifier of product quality can now be
shorthand for a service, an experience, a “sign of me6”, a celebrity, a country
and you7, gentle reader. Brands are everywhere and everything is a brand. We
live in a logo-centric world.

Brands are the most recognisable and ubiquitous cultural force operating today.
Children are named after them 8 and their encroachment on public space is
detailed with gleeful vitriol in No Logo. Brands are the reference points we use to
define ourselves [“I am irresistible, I say, as I put on my designer fragrance…I
am a juvenile lout, I say, as I down a glass of extra strong lager: I am handsome,
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I say, as I don my Levi jeans.”9] and identify other people [“Only chavs wear
Burberry”10] and our comprehension of these meanings “demonstrates the rise to
prominence of the brand in the last century” 11 . How are we to resolve this
contradiction: that as their influence has grown, what brands actually are has
become less and less certain?

I believe that the apparent confusion about the exact
definition of a brand is a function of the word as it is
currently used and of the nature of role brands now
play. I believe brands perform the role of myths in
modern society, and therefore must be complex, and
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that the word Brand itself has become a brand. The most advanced brands are
richer but even the simplest brands, which seem to only provide origin
information or navigation assistance on the shelf, have multiple constituent parts.

We are “meaning-seeking creatures”12. We have imagination and this leads us to
wonder about the larger context in which our lives exist. This can lead us into
existential despair and since the beginning of human culture we have
constructed stories that place us in a larger setting, and thus give us the sense
that our lives have meaning. “Reality leaves a lot to the imagination”, to quote
John Lennon, and these stories resolve the contradiction between these different
types of human experience, providing our lives with a metanarrative to explain
them that is integral to all human societies; this role is now performed by brands.
As Duckworth points out, “brands enable us to make sense and create meanings
for ourselves in the social world of consumption in which we participate.”13 As
Grant has suggested, brands are “ideas to live by”14 that we look for due to our
“tradition hunger”15.

The emergence of brands as myths has been triggered by the decline of
standard myths in western culture. This is also why power brands emerged in
the west, and are spreading east, as the adherence to mythology as an
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organising principle is breaking down. Western modernity is “the child of logos”16
[the opposite of mythos in the Hellenistic tradition, it represents science and
facts]. Science became the dominant paradigm for understanding the world. But

logos alone is unable to give us a sense of significance – it was myth that gave
life meaning and context. Thus society unconsciously cried out for and ultimately
created its own myths around the newly dominant force of consumerism. This is
why modern brands are more complex than their older counterparts, because
the role of brands is changing to fulfil the need for myth. Logos led us to logos.

The power brands of today have carefully developed a cohesive mythology.
Brands in the modern world are inseparable from the companies whose soul they
manifest. Larry and Sergey at Stanford vowing not to be evil, Innocent’s
packaging and vans, Starbucks baristas/partners – these are all elements of the
brand and the elements are all held together by a philosophy that guides and
gives coherence. The combination of narrative and values is myth.

Myths are inherently complex and polysemous; they can be interpreted in a
number of equally valid ways. They cannot be compressed to a single, particular
essence but are rather the sum total of interlinked elements. Thus, brands
cannot simply represent a single core value. Levi Strauss called the constituent
parts of a myth, mythemes. He argues that myth is a language of its own, not
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just a subset of language, as it can be broken down and restructured,
irrespective of the language it is delivered in.

I would argue that brands are a language of their own, expressed via word or
image or sound, via television or print or mouth. Brands are a bundle of
inextricable, irreducible parts I shall henceforth call brandemes.

Coca-Cola is not just about togetherness. Its brandemes might be redness;
youth; Father Christmas; sharing; the liquid; the shape of
the bottle; The Real Thing; New/Classic; vs. Pepsi;
teaching the world to sing; and many other connected
ideas. Some of us will only engage with some of these
meanings. Like myths, we apply interpretation; we
construct the meaning for ourselves and this flexibility is
crucial, increasingly so in the global brand marketplace. This is what allows so
many different iterations of a brand to all hold true. The story of the myth is
distinct from its form:

“That story is special, because it survives any and all translations.
Levi-Strauss says that myth can be translated, paraphrased, reduced,
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expanded, and otherwise manipulated--without losing its basic shape
or structure.”17

Levi Strauss posited that “it is likely that languages exist in which an entire myth
can be expressed in a single word”18. There is – it is the language of brand.

Myths are constructed in a
space that is both real and
imagined,

where

reality

is

magical and the impossible is
real.

They are experienced

ritually, via purchase or use or
interaction

with

brand

communication, which provides a bridge to the brand’s domain.

Holt suggests that we “buy the product to consume the myth”19 and I agree but
would argue that brands are not the icons of myth, but the myth itself [the logo
is not the brand], and that any interaction with brand communication can
function in a similar way. The Marlboro man lives in Marlboro Country but that
can no longer be directly communicated, so Marlboro is now creating
17
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‘installations’ in bars containing red sofas in front of video screens showing
scenes that evoke Marlboro country.20 Whilst this may not be ethical, attempting
as it is to circumvent the ban on tobacco advertising, it is designed provide
subliminal access to an established, mythic, brand space.

The Brand brand is itself a myth. This is why it is so hard to pin to a definition,
because all the definitions are true and make up, collectively, what the Brand
myth is. They are the brandemes of Brand. And the Brand brand helps resolve
the contradiction between influence and clarity we observed at the outset: the
function of myth is to "provide a logical model capable of overcoming a
contradiction." 21 Brands are both dominant and vague, because the things
humans look to for meaning must be open to interpretation, to allow them to
resonate with everyone individually.

The theory of brand/myth leads to a number of new ways of thinking. It
suggests we must abandon the reductionism that attempts to hone brands to a
single point and embrace their complexity. We have to abandon our onions and
look for the guiding principle that connects the brandemes. It suggests we
should look to develop meaning and narrative in communications. Duckworth has
pointed out that there a number of parallels between advertising and literature.22
This is because literature is the expression of stories, as advertising is the
20
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expression of brand. Stories have characters, events, settings, beginnings,
middles and ends, styles, subtexts, twists and turns, each episode should leave
the listener wanting to know more: this is how we should begin to think about
constructing our communications. The 3 campaign demonstrates this well: each
ad shows us more of Planet 3 [setting]; the Critters [characters] are locked in
unending comic battle [plot], that exist at the peripheries of the Japanese
‘reality’ of the brand ads; there is even a website where you can visit Planet 3
yourself.23

One marketer who has been cognisant of crafting a myth is
Phil Knight. Klein accuses Nike of “creating a corporate
mythology powerful enough to infuse meaning into…raw
objects”24 and it has:

“I wake up every morning…look down at the symbol, and that pumps me up for
the day. It’s to remind me every day what I have to do, which is,”Just Do It”.25

Google has become one of the world’s biggest brands26 using this strategy, and
without using any traditional brand advertising. Casual observers often maintain
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they simply built the better mousetrap, that their superior search results
naturally drew them users and positioned them as smarter and faster.

This totally disregards the skill with which the Google myth was constructed. In
tests Google rarely outperforms the other search engines. Rather one of its

brandemes is ‘being smarter’, founded on its founders’ frozen PhDs, its name27
and its adoption by the geek community, a careful seeding strategy. Google has
always stated a clear developer story, which makes it empathetic to geeks and
geeks are the early adopters and cultural disseminators of the internet.

The young hero takes on the might of the evil empire – a classic myth. Its stark
homepage makes the implicit statement that they weren’t in it for the money, in
contrast to all the cluttered portals of the time. They cemented this by running
the site for years without monetizing it, on VC money, building the brandeme of
benevolence – “Don’t be Evil”28. Its logo can change daily and yet still be Google
because the brandeme isn’t the look of the letters, it’s the very fact it can change.
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It uses products like episodes, unleashing them to a fan base in carefully staged
installments. It launched Gmail on April 1st, which generated endless PR. Gmail
also fostered the mythic positioning of Google as Skywalker against Microsoft’s
Evil Empire: it offered 1GB of storage for free, where hotmail was charging for
anything over 10MB. Desktop, Earth, Toolbar, Talk – each episode had its own
facets and staging. Demonstrating a clear understanding of Knight’s maxim that
“product is the most important marketing tool”29, Google releases products to
build its myth.

Modern brands have evolved to fulfil the role of myths for modern consumers,
the role of soul for modern corporations, and it is incumbent on us to evolve with
them.
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